RUMS 2018 Coversheet

Name:

Email address:

Year in School:
Expected graduation year:

Major:

Classes taken in major:

GPA:

Name of faculty writing letter:
Email of faculty writing letter:
Phone number of faculty writing letter:
Class(es) taken with faculty writing letter:

Name of character letter writer:
Email of character letter writer:
Phone number of character letter writer:
Relationship with character letter writer (suggested former/current employer or other supervisor):

______ (Type your initials here) I am aware that I am expected to participate in lab meetings and other research training activities during Spring 2018 not to exceed 10 hours per week. I am also aware that I am expected to work full-time during Summer 2018 except holidays.

______ (Type your initials here) I verify that everything in my application is truthful and complete to the best of my knowledge.

Checklist for application (all emailed to hgaff@odu.edu):
☐ This coversheet
☐ C.V.
☐ Requested two reference letters be sent directly to hgaff@odu.edu
☐ One-page personal statement